A computer program for automatic identification of "fullform" case citations in legal literature (e.g., Rutherford v. Geddes, 4 Wall. 220, 18 L. Ed. 343; Southland Industries, Incorporated v. Federal Cc~mmlnications Ccm~nlssion, 1938, 69 App. D.C., 82, 99 Fo 2D 117) has been developed at the University of Pittsburgh and is now operational.
The Citation Identifier operates rather rapidly.
In a recent test run, the total time required to process some 400, 000 running words of t~xt was approximately fifteen and a half minutes. This speed could be further increased by suitable changes in the cc~uter program.
An extension of the Citation Identifier to reduced-form citations (e.g., "The Geddes decision," "the Southland Industries ease") is no~ in preparation.
Motivation for Automatic Identification of Case Citations in Legal
Literature.
Efficient administration of justice has often been hampered by the slowness ~nd inefficiency of ordinary methods of legal information h~dling.
Because lawyers, judges, government attorneys, legislators, and others find access to necessary legal data often slow and inefficient, they are frequently unable to act with the speed and the effectiveness which the circumstances may demand of them. Thus, for example, members of the legal profession are often unable to procure, promptly, exhaustive and accurate data concerning legal precedents of various court decisions. This has often hampered the initiation of legal actions, slOWed down the preparation of defense and offense, delayed the preparation of new laWs, and otherWise interfered with the efficiency of legal processes.
However, wise automation of certain critical areas of legal information processing could alleviate considerably the present crisis in legal documentation. For example, a set of comber progrs~s capable of exhaustive, accurate, rapid, and economical identificatio~ of legal precedents in legal literature would do ~ch to eliminate fr~ legal documentation one of its most serious bottlenecks.
Since many or most legal precedents are referred to in legal literature by means of full-form and reduced-form case citatiens, (e. g., respectively, '~ealy v. Penna. RR. Co., supra" and '~he Healy case"), antc~atic identification of both forms of case citations would go far in the direction of automatic identification of leg~l precedents in legal literature.
However, a perusal of legal texts shows that automatic identification of full-form citations is both ~ch simpler than that of reduced-form citations and also a prerequisite for efficient identification of the latter.
Therefore, construction of a set of programs for autorustic identification of legal precedents in legal literature has begun with the construction of a computer progrma for automatic identification in legal texts of full-fc~m legal citations.
State of the Art and the Genesis of The Citation Identifier.
Practical work in legal aut~tie information retrieval has until now revolved mainly around: (I) the preparation of co~cords~ces to legal te~ts, (2) EWIC indexin 8 of legal texts, and (3) matching of legal texts with the key terms of queries and inte~eet profiles. These well-establishe~ automatic information retrieval activities have met with considerable success. 1 '2 In additioa, a sizable ~mount of time and energy has been devoted to automatic construction frc~ computer-readable legal texts of legal indexes and legal thesauri by means of various statistical techniques. 3' 4 However, to the best of our knowledge, these interesting procedures have not been incorporated into any practical legal information systems.
No previous attempts at autcm~tic identification of case names in legal texts have c~ne to our attention; however, this general type of activity has been extensively discussed by Casimir Borkowsi and derives directly from his efforts sdmed at automatic identification in texts of classes of words and of word Strings referring to various types of individuals, objects, processes, acts, relaticas, groups, etc. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
The Citation Identifier was first undertaken by 
